Primary Markets

Military / Aerospace
For over 40 years PPI-Time Zero has provided a suite of value
added EMS services from design through system level integration
including end of life services for the aerospace, military and its
sub-tier market applications which include but are not limited to
commercial space satellite, flight instrumentation, radar, tactical
communications, autonomous robotics, power distribution, fixed
/mobile ground communications for the defense and civilian
communities. Our team provides high level proficiency and
experience, innovative and unique capabilities, and hands-on
experience to support the most complex mil/aero applications.
We provide a wide variety of engineering and technical services
to the federal government, prime contractor customers and OEM
commercial customers with highly skilled subject matter experts.

Medical
PPI-Time Zero offers fully integrated Class I, Class II, and Class
III medical device manufacturing capabilities. From design and
development, through the validation and production process,
up to assembly, packaging and logistics, PPI-Time Zero brings
OEM medical technology to life. PPI-Time Zero is an ISO
13485:2012 certified medical device manufacturer with a focus
on delivering products to market with rigorous quality control
and full regulatory compliance. We are also compliant with FDA’s
Quality System Regulations (QSR). PPI-Time Zero collaborates
with innovative companies seeking a conscientious, cost-effective,
domestic medical device manufacturing and fulfillment resource
to assist them with volume turnkey contract manufacturing.

www.ppi-timezero.com
973.278.6500

Space
PPI-Time Zero offers a customized approach to space
manufacturing. We provide high-level engineering development
and manufacturing capabilities ranging from satellite test
equipment, high density power supplies, ground station
development and high frequency products for space applications.
Our environmentally controlled manufacturing and test area
provides special processes for customers requiring complex,
high-reliability products that will operate efficiently and
dependably in extreme environments. Each electronics solution
is tailored to the specific needs of the customer, utilizing our
extensive market experience and quality management systems
that consistently deliver on requirements for performance,
cost and versatility. For defense and commercial space-based
applications, PPI-Time Zero is committed to providing premier
solutions as your trusted manufacturing partner for mission
critical, high-reliability products.

Industrial Controls And Instrumentation
PPI-Time Zero helps leading companies in the industrial controls
and instrumentation sector transform market challenges into
customer solutions. For decades, we have developed strong
partnerships with its customers to better understand their
requirements while providing solutions that help them reduce
complexity, cost and risks. PPI’s years of experience across diverse
platforms and multiple industries enables us to leverage our best
in class manufacturing practices to drive value for your business.
We recognize that companies in the industrial market segment
are looking for more than just assembly service. PPI helps its
customers move with confidence and agility even in uncertain or
unfamiliar environments, with our investments in technology,
supply chain management, subject-matter expertise and industry
experience. With a diverse portfolio of vertically integrated
capabilities and value-added engineering services, PPI provides
solutions to its customers’ manufacturing challenges.

www.ppi-timezero.com
973.278.6500

